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Figure 1: A human-computer interaction workflow for high-dimensional time series data analysis divided into three stages.

(1) The exploration stage to get an overview of entities and features as in 1A and 1B. (2) The compare stage to compare the

dynamic features over time as in 2A and 2B. (3) The prediction stage aimed for what-if analyses as in 3A and 3B.

ABSTRACT

A key challenge in data analysis tools for domain-specific appli-
cations with high-dimensional time series data is to provide an
intuitive way for users to explore their datasets, analyze trends and
understand the models developed for these applications through
human-computer interaction. To address this challenge, we pro-
pose a three-stage workflow that allows domain experts to explore
their data, compare the different entities’ features, and predict the
variable’s long-term trend using what-if analyses. Based on this
workflow, we created a data visualization workspace for real estate
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investment using data from the US housing market at state and city
level. The underlying machine learning model ARIMAX uses house
price data together with socio-economic data from 2000 to 2021 to
learn the dependencies of the house prices on the socio-economic
factors and make informative and robust predictions for future
years.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Machine Learning (ML) applications continue to
stretch into further decision-making fields including health care, ed-
ucation and business investment [4, 7, 8]. The growing abundance of
data andmodels poses a challenge to keep suchmodels interpretable
and comprehensible to domain experts with little knowledge about
ML theory. For the example of real estate (RE) investment, making
wrong or suboptimal decisions based on poor understanding of ML
model outputs could cause billion-dollar losses.

In particular, an RE investor will ask questions such as: 1) How
can I easily identify the most profitable investment opportunities
across the country? 2) How certain is the model about making a profit
in city X? 3) From my knowledge, the population of city Y will decline
twice as fast as it does now. How will this affect my revenue? 4) Which
socio-economic driver affects the price development prediction the
most? This work proposes a workflow that answers these questions.
More generally, it contributes to high-dimensional trend analysis
following the logical thinking sequence of domain experts and
guide them step-by-step through the ML decision-making process.

In this paper, we present, RealEstateGuru1, a modular workspace
that applies such a workflow to house market analysis and price
forecasting in the United States (US). The tool is intended for an RE
investor with sound expert knowledge in the field. RealEstateGuru
aims to bridge the gap between visual analytics and interpretable
ML methods, to assist the identification of the most profitable in-
vestment chances for RE investors. The tool uses house price and
socio-economic indicator (SEI) data from 2000 to 2021 to predict
the prices up to 2040. Furthermore, it allows users to use their
domain knowledge to make customized predictions by feeding
user-assessed values to the SEIs. As a result, users can empirically
investigate the models’ behavior in such counterfactual scenarios.

Our main contribution is two-fold: (1) we present a structured
three-stage workflow to perform what-if analyses (see Figure 1) for
high-dimensional trend analysis. (2) we introduce RealEstateGuru,
a modular workspace that implements this workflow specifically
for house price forecasting applications.

2 RELATEDWORK

In the following paragraphs, we will introduce research from the
Explainable AI (XAI), visualization, and RE fields tightly linked to
our work. In numerous decision-making domains such as medicine
or governmental policymaking, users strive for better control and
understanding of the results produced by ML tools. Similarly, in
the domain of RE, investors demand the ability to test alternate
scenarios and a means to underpin the key model drivers.
What-If Analysis – What-if analysis has been widely used in
causality, recommender systems, and XAI due to its efficiency in
generating counterfactual hypotheses and causal inference. In the
field of interactive ML, [30] developed the What-If Tool for testing
model performance in hypothetical situations, and [10] designed
Gaumut, a visual analytics system to support model interpretation.

1http://realestateguru.course-xai-iml23.isginf.ch/

Hypothesis Verification – When applying ML models to highly
diverse fields, we must ensure the users have reasonable means
to verify and scrutinize the outputs of the model. Naturally, RE
investors will have limited knowledge about models such as ARI-
MAX. However, they can assess the reasonability of the predic-
tions from domain expert knowledge. For example, [11] proposed a
visualization-based method for hypothesis verification in the field
of cosmology.
Structural Interpretability – Diving deeper, it is important to
assess not only the model’s decisions, but also why it makes them.
ML experts have devised systematic theoretical techniques to this
end, e.g., attribution methods [17, 24], activation and feature visu-
alization [19]. However, for domain experts (in this case business
investors), an empirical method is much more appropriate.
Real Estate Analysis – Numerous prior work has been dedicated
to the efficient and accurate house price prediction. [12, 15] analyzed
the influence of micro and macro factors on the RE prices. [16, 22,
28] explored conventional statistical and ML approaches such as
SVMs, neural networks, or AdaBoost regression to develop housing
price prediction models. In addition, visualization techniques have
been applied to discover patterns in price data. [2, 20] presented
a city-level map consisting of typical RE market territorial zones,
[21] used a cartogram-based layout with PixelMaps to visualize
geospatial, demographic, and price data, [13] deployed parallel
coordinate systems to assess competitive pricing behavior.

However, limited attention has been given to Mixed-Initiative
Systems which can tightly integrate visual analytics and model in-
terpretability to support non-ML experts in leveraging their domain
knowledge through human-AI interaction. The rising use of ML in
novel domains necessitates additional studies on visual analytics in
these interdisciplinary fields, which this work addresses. In particu-
lar, by closing the gap in a domain expert’s understanding of an ML
model, our work provides an effective means of communicating a
model’s sensitivity and confidence in a prediction.

3 REAL ESTATE DATASET

In this section, we introduce the data and how to clean and ag-
gregate it for further analysis. RE market trends can be effectively
predicted using SEIs, which influence the property depreciation
and maintenance costs [9]. However, there is currently a lack of
systematic documentation of RE market prices and SEIs. Therefore,
we curated a dataset by aggregating multiple sources.
Price Data – We used a smoothed, seasonally adjusted measure of
the typical home value (35th to 65th percentile), for our house price
data. Such homes include single-family residences, condominiums,
and co-operative homes. The data can be found on Zillow [31].
Socio-Economic Indicators – The selection of SEIs was made
based on prior research in RE price prediction [3, 18]. We collected
data for: a) Total city population (2000-21). b) Unemployment rate
(2016-20). c) Annual Building Permits for US Core-Based Statistical
Areas (2004-19) (a-c are available on the US Census website [27]). d)
Annual GDP (2005-21) [5]. e) Lending Interest Rate (2000-21) [26].

Data Cleaning – To address missing values in the data, we
used linear regression to approximate missing values for the years
2000-2021. For SEIs that were unavailable for certain time periods
or cities, we estimated missing values using a statistical model to
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ensure consistent time intervals for all collected variables. If data
for SEIs was not available for a specific city or state, we either used
the (weighted) average of cities within the same state as a proxy or
ignored the predictor entirely for price prediction in that city if no
data was available for the entire state. We opted against using the
US average to avoid introducing bias and misleading the model.

Data Aggregation – Given the disparate and heterogeneous
nature of our data sources, we performed data aggregation to create
a more comprehensive model input. Observing that GDP data was
only available at the state level and interest rates are set centrally
for the entire US, we replicated the values for all cities within the
respective state to conform to the desired format.

4 REALESTATEGURU: A VISUAL ANALYTICS

WORKSPACE

To alignwith investor investigations, our visual analytics workspace
(RealEstateGuru) comprises three interlinked modules, namely Ex-
plore, showing a general overview of the US RE market, Compare
enabling detailed comparisons of potentially profitable cities, and
Predict where the user can perform customized dynamic predic-
tions and what-if analyses. RealEstateGuru adopts a scrolling view
arrangement that mirrors users’ typical workflow. Furthermore, the
three modules are interconnected via a clicking mechanism. The
user’s selections in the previous module populate the data in the
next module. Consequently, the workspace enhances operational
efficiency by means of direct transitions across modules.

4.1 Explore: High-Level Exploration

Explore provides a general overview of relevant entities and their
features, facilitating high-level analyses. Its first submodule helps
users understand the dynamic behavior of each data dimension and
identify attractive entities for investigation. The second submodule
enables high-level comparisons of individual entities within groups.

In the context of RE, Explore enhances the user’s understanding
of market development in different geographical regions of the US.
It allows exploration of price and SEI evolution at the state and city
level. The first submodule visualizes aggregated state-level statistics,
considering variations in RE prices and investment revenues due
to among others differing socioeconomic development, laws and
property taxes among states [29]. The geospatial nature of our
dataset advocates for a choropleth map in the first submodule,
which depicts the distribution of the house prices, price change
with respect to now, and the SEIs for each state in a chosen year.
The color saturation represents the relative values compared to
the other states and years for instant qualitative visual comparison.
Hovering over the map displays the corresponding state values.
Black states indicate missing data for the specified year.

Clicking on a state presents city-level data in bar plots, enabling
high-level city comparisons (Figure 2). This granularity is crucial,
as RE prices differ significantly across cities based on their attrac-
tiveness and human agglomeration. Besides a profound overview of
the US RE market, Explore is especially useful for identifying the
best investment opportunities by narrowing down regions with the
highest expected investment return. As the profit of an RE investor
comes from a rise in the market value, the price w.r.t to the purchase

Figure 2: Interactive map of the US with bar plots displaying

the percentage price change in 2035 with respect to 2022.

year is arguably the most informative value. It is determined by fix-
ing the price today (2022) at 100% and then calculating the relative
price in the remaining years. Consequently, the investor can select
a year in which the property will be sold and directly acquires an
overview of the percentage that the market values are expected to
go up or down in the individual spatial regions, directly translating
into investment yield. After the user identifies the potential cities
to invest in, they can click on them and jump to the next module.

4.2 Compare: Detailed City Level Comparison

Compare facilitates a detailed comparison between entities of in-
terest. It is highly application-dependent, and can be composed
of several submodules fitting the nature of the data. Its primary
function is to allow users to select relevant entities and compare
their features over time. It also aids in formulating hypotheses to
be investigated or verified in Predict.

With the identified investment opportunities and high-level mar-
ket overview in mind, Compare facilitates RE investors in con-
ducting detailed comparisons between two cities of interest. It
assists users in performing an in-depth analysis to better under-
stand how market prices change with the SEI development over
time. Specifically, we utilized aligned line plots to depict the long-
term price (Figure 1-2A) and selected SEI trends in the selected
cities (Figure 1-2B). Users can select from around 130 US cities by
clicking on the corresponding city bar plot in the previous module
(Figure 2) or selecting from drop-down lists. Since we are predicting
time series data, we deployed an ARIMAX model (described in §5).

Figure 3: Trend comparison of the user-selected cities.

Users can scrutinize the predicted indicator development, espe-
cially when substantial data is missing, and validate it based on
personal expertise and additional sources. This raises questions
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such as the potential impact of a doubled population growth rate in
the next 10 years, which can be addressed using the following mod-
ule. Furthermore, the absence of past and unknown future values
underscores the inherent uncertainty in the model estimates. Hence,
we constructed 95% confidence intervals (CI) to inform users about
the certainty of the model predictions (colored region in Figure 3).
Specifically, with 95% certainty, the true value falls within the pre-
dicted CI bounds, where the upper and lower bounds represent an
optimistic and pessimistic scenario for the investor.

4.3 Predict: Customized Dynamic Prediction

In Predict, domain knowledge is utilized as input for the under-
lying ML model to generate personalized predictions based on
customized estimates of the SEIs. The first submodule allows users
to either use default values or specify alternative estimates for each
feature. The second submodule displays the customized prediction
and CIs. Predict serves the following purposes: conducting what-if
analysis to validate counterfactual scenarios, enhancing the inter-
pretability of the model, performing sensitivity analysis to assess
model sensitivity to input changes, and providing recommenda-
tions for generating optimal outcomes as the next best action. This
functionality is suitable for applications where the user has full
control over the feature variables.

Figure 4: Personalized indicator table and dynamic house

price predictions in Spokane. In this counterfactual example,

population in the target year was increased by 10%.

The third module of RealEstateGuru facilitates forecasting via
efficient human-AI interaction by integrating domain knowledge
or non-public information into the model. In the first submodule
(Figure 1-3A) each SEI can be assigned a user-defined value. The CIs
from Compare serve as the guiding bounds for user-selected values;
exceeding them may lead to highly unrealistic price predictions.
The second submodule (Figure 1-3B) consists of a dynamic price
line plot (including CIs) for the selected city and a table display-
ing the SEI values to keep track of the corresponding inputs that
generate the prediction (Figure 4). Note that uncertainty analysis
and risk assessment are crucial not only in RE, but also in other
domains involving substantial financial or safety considerations [6].
Finally, to facilitate smooth interaction between the user and the
model, a blue dashed line representing the previous prediction is in-
cluded. Thanks to this design choice, the user can make an effortless
comparison of two consecutive predictions.

5 ARIMAX PREDICTIVE MODEL

We employ the Autoregressive-Integrated Moving Average with
Exogenous Variables (ARIMAX) model, extending ARIMA. A typi-
cal ARIMA model has three orders (as component parameters), 𝑝 ,

𝑑 , and 𝑞, corresponding to the three components respectively: Au-
toregressive, Integrated, and Moving Average [14]. By aggregating
the three components, ARIMA(𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞), leverages their strengths for
analysis and forecasting [1]. The ARIMAX model extends ARIMA
by adding exogenous variables to help measure the endogenous
variable [25]. Exogenous factors are indirectly considered in the
historical ARIMA model. However, including external data enables
the model to respond more quickly to their effects compared to
relying solely on lagging terms. The ARIMAX formula is given by:

△𝑑𝑌𝑡 = 𝛽 +
𝑟∑︁

𝑠=1
[𝑠𝑋𝑠𝑡 +

𝑝∑︁
𝑘=1

𝛼𝑘△𝑑𝑌𝑡−𝑘 +
𝑞∑︁

𝑘=1
\𝑘𝑊𝑡−𝑘 +𝑊𝑡 , (1)

where 𝑌𝑡 is the time series variable, 𝑡 denotes the time step, △𝑑 de-
notes the 𝑑-th order differencing, 𝛽 is a constant, {𝛼1, 𝛼2, · · · , 𝛼𝑝 }
and {\1, \2, · · · , \𝑞} are the parameters, {𝑊𝑡−𝑞,𝑊𝑡−𝑞+1, · · · ,𝑊𝑡 }
are white noises, and {𝑋1, 𝑋2, · · · , 𝑋𝑟 } are exogenous variables (see
Appendix for details). All exogenous series are assumed to be sta-
tionary. Otherwise, differencing all the non-stationary predictors is
necessary during data preprocessing. We trained separate ARIMAX
models for each city, where the endogenous variable is the price,
and the exogenous variables include population, unemployment,
GDP, building permits, and interest rate.

In Predict, the system incorporates user-specified SEI data as
adjusted model inputs and generates personalized price forecasts.
We linearly interpolate values between the last known year and the
target prediction year instead of running linear regression, as linear
regression would treat the new point as an outlier minimally affect-
ing the predicted SEI values. Subsequently, the trained ARIMAX
model is utilized to forecast prices in user-defined scenarios.

6 USE CASE

Next, we present a use case illustrating the integration of RE in-
vestors’ domain knowledge into the model prediction through a
human-AI interaction workflow using the example of Washington
and Pennsylvania states. RealEstateGuru provides valuable insights
by identifying less-known yet highly lucrative cities at first glance.

RE prices in Spokane are predicted to increase by 170% by 2035
in the first stage, vastly surpassing the expected 27% growth in
well-known Philadelphia (Figure 2). In the second stage, investors
can further investigate Spokane and Philadelphia. A line plot first
displays the price development of the two cities to provide a global
view (Figure 3), highlighting the previously identified higher prof-
itability of Spokane. RealEstateGuru also prompts users to explore
the influence of each SEI on the RE price, demonstrating its explain-
ability power. E.g., the steeper increase in Spokane’s GDP shown in
Figure 3 is identified as a contributing factor to the local RE prices.

Human-AI interaction reaches its peak with what-if analysis in
Predict. Investors can leverage specialized information on SEIs to
examine market changes, such as Spokane’s predicted population
growth, which is caused by its growing, well-diversified economy
and affordability [23]. RealEstateGuru allows investors to integrate
this knowledge and conduct counterfactual what-if analyses (see
Figure 4). Additionally, the investor can numerically test themodel’s
sensitivity by modifying the input values. E.g., increasing the popu-
lation by 10% in Spokane has a much greater effect on the price than
doubling the number of building permits. This sensitivity analysis,
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together with CIs, provides insight into the significance of SEIs for
future price predictions and enhances model explainability.

7 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the important lessons learned, the iden-
tified limitations and promising future work opportunities.
Lessons Learned: Real Estate What-If Analysis – The develop-
ment of the modular workspace has unleashed the underutilized
potential of Mixed-Initiative Systems for ML applications in a broad
range of domains. Many non-ML experts still treat ML models as
a black-box. The modular workspace we propose assists domain
experts in critically scrutinizing the model’s behavior empirically
via quick and simple experiments. While developed for the field of
RE, the modular workspace has credit in substantially wider areas
like urban transport design or Internet of Things ecosystem.
Limitation: Visualization Complexity – For each module we
selected simple, intuitive visualizations to address the primary ob-
jective: workspace structure. While this choice limited our ability
to simultaneously compare a larger volume of data by not harness-
ing multiple visualization channels, it also allows for flexibility. In
specific use cases, individual visualizations can be substituted if
they better serve the intended purpose.
Future Work: Expert evaluation – In order to deeper assess the
benefits of our three-stage workflow for an RE investor, we plan
to conduct comprehensive user studies with domain experts in the
future. Through these studies, we aim to obtain a better grasp of
the workspace’s strengths and limitations.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a three-stage visual analytics workflow
that helps users intuitively explore their data and perform what-if
analyses. We implemented this workflow in a workspace named
RealEstateGuru for an RE investment application. The workspace
helps the user obtain a profound market overview, localize, under-
stand, and evaluate predicted investment opportunities, and further
make customized predictions. All in all, it enables the user to make
robust decisions about when and where to invest in RE to maximize
profit.
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